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Flatiron Institute

www.flatironinstitute.org

Internal research division of the Simons Foundation

Mission: to advance scientific research through computational methods,
including data analysis, modeling and simulation

Organized into centers

Center for Computational Astrophysics (CCA)
Center for Computational Biology (CCB)
Center for Computational Quantum Chemistry (CCQ)
Center for Computational Mathematics (CCM)
Scientific Computing Core (SCC)

Young institution - extremely fast growth



Flatiron Institute

Data of a variety of sorts ...

Large genomics datasets from sequencers

Astrophysics simulation outputs

Variety of computational styles ...

Embarrassingly parallel: genomics pipelines

Loosely coupled MPI: protein folding, some quantum chemistry codes

Tightly coupled MPI: astro sims



Flatiron Institute

Computational resources

About 40k cores of computing
20k in New York (Manhattan and Brookhaven National Labs)
20k at the San Diego Supercomputer Center (SDSC)

≈ 200 GPUs

Almost 30PB of raw space in Ceph storage (Manhattan)
about 10PB used - in 250 million files

Also GPFS and Lustre storage

Ceph @ Flatiron

Started using CephFS with Hammer in 2015

Initially on a small scale - a few hundred TB

Grew to a large setup - as our research areas expanded



Flatiron Ceph Implementation

Dense storage nodes from Dell (DSS-7500)

90 x 8TB 7200rpm SAS drives, 2 x 28 core Broadwell servers in 4U
dual 40Gbps ethernet



Flatiron Ceph Implementation



Flatiron Ceph Implementation

Current system:

42 DSS-7500 storage servers (84 nodes)

5 monitor nodes

6 metadata storage nodes



Topics for today

Three topics for today:

Planning for failures - how you “crush” it

Triple replication vs. erasure coding

Monitoring performance - troubleshooting user issues



Flatiron Ceph Data Placement

Unique challenge of Flatiron Data Center

In basement - on an island a few feet above sea level

Distributed Ceph storage nodes around the building

Configured data placement using the flexibility of CRUSH

No failure of a single area (room) will result in a loss of data

Building is divided into 3 regions
Loss of one region (such as the basement) results in no data loss

It has a theoretical overhead of 50 percent

Encoding

Triple replication - used for metadata and small files

Erasure coding (6+3) - used for large files

Actual overhead - very close to theoretical



Failures and Resilience

Typical failures:

Single drive failures, read/write errors - Ceph handles automatically

Sometimes node crashes - mostly hardware reasons

Manual intervention - no automatic recovery

DIMM replacements

Rarely - NVMe failure, SAS controller failure

Availability:

With one exception - we had no unplanned outages on the DSS-7500 setup

We moved Ceph data to our new building without interrupting availability

We have done upgrades of ceph without a shutdown

Real Disaster Recovery:

Tenant above one of our floors left the water running over a weekend

One of the data closets got flooded with a 90 drive ceph node in it

Water + electricity −→ trouble

However - we lost no data



Flooded ceph node + electrical fire



Triple replication vs. Erasure coding

Why triple replication?

Simpler

Lower recovery costs

Significantly better for small files

Small files already trigger lots of seeks and small reads
EC makes the reads even smaller and spreads them to multiple drives

... but ... it wastes space



CephFS Performance - 1

Test setup:

36 DSS-7500 servers

64 client nodes with 10GbE

Triple replicated pool

Sequential write/read



CephFS Performance - 2

Test setup:

36 DSS-7500 servers

64 client nodes with 10GbE

6+3 EC profile pool

Sequential write/read



File size distribution

Our approach with the “triple replication vs. erasure coding” question:

Store small files as triple replicated

Migrate large files to EC pool for long term storage



Flatiron Customizations

Real time usage monitoring is a challenge with most distributed FS’s

How much I/O do individual nodes and/or users do?

What type of I/O do they do? small files, large continuous read/writes

If there is a performance problem - which job is causing it?

Our answer - client side data collection:

We run a modified Ceph client - collects real time usage statistics

Makes it possible to identify problematic jobs

examples: opening thousands of files a second, doing small I/O



Flatiron Customizations



Current Challenges

Small file performance

Use kernel client

Stability
Kernel version dependence
Usage monitoring instrumentation

Ceph Octopus planned improvements - small file creation/removal

Testament to flexible design of Ceph

Simultaneous I/O to the same file (MPI-IO)

Future ceph building blocks

DSS-7500 is a bit disk heavy - has not seen any architecture updates

Flash storage node

Especially when small file performance improves
Ceph has a project (Crimson) - OSD optimized for low latency flash

Longer term

HSM like functionality - moving old data to tape or colder storage


